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EXT. Jungle day, Dimly lit under the canopy
Our protagonist, FRANK SMITH, sits in shackles in a bamboo cage surrounded by a thick jungle. Frank is a tall, well-built soldier with a buzz cut in his mid 30's. He is pulling hard on his shackles trying to break them. He has red marks on his arms that get slightly deeper with every pull of the chain. Around him are other bamboo cages with his fellow soldiers. There are guards pacing around with assault rifles. Dogs bark in the distance. Two soldiers come to Frank's cage and start shouting. They open the cage and pull Frank out. They then drag him through the camp to a big clearing. Frank looks over to his right to see a line of soldiers and a guard with a pistol drawn pointing at one of them. The guard fires and the soldier drops dead. Frank turns away with disgust. He looks ahead and sees a group of guards torturing soldiers with various grimy looking tools and weapons. He starts struggling. One of the guards carrying him takes out his club and smacks Frank in the head.
Cut to:
Int. Bedroom morning, sun starting to rise
Frank's wife, JANE SMITH, is leaning over him, shaking him to try and get him to wake up. She is a fair skinned blond with this sort of classic 50's suburban look. She has a frantic look on her face. Frank wakes up with a jump.
Jane
Frank, you were having a nightmare.
Frank
(Angrily)
Ugh, when will this shit be over?
Jane 
I'm sorry dear. I wish I could do something to help. 
Frank 
That fucking doctor Brownstein, it's been 2 months and I've gotten only worse. 
Jane 
Honey, you know it's not his fault. He's been trying his best.
Frank
What? All he does is ask stupid questions. He hasn't solved anything. I don't feel any better after seeing him!
Jane
But Frank, if you stop seeing him, all that you've done until now will have been for nothing.
Frank
I don't care!
Frank gets out of bed and starts heading for the door.
JANE
Frank! Come back here!
Frank walks through the door without saying a word. Jane slams her fist on the bed with frustration.
FaDE TO:
Int. doctor's office. yellow incandescent lights give the room a living room feeling to it.
Frank stands in the office gripping a stress ball. His eyes are blood shot. He is rather beast-like. DOCTOR BROWNSTEIN sits in his chair with one leg folded over the other. He's an older man with glasses and a plaid, cotton suit. He has the classic academic look to him. He has a notepad in his hand. He is very calm and appears to be observing Frank more so than talking to him.
Frank
Why haven't I gotten any better?
Brownstein
Calm down Frank, these things take time.
Frank
I have been coming here for two months. My nightmares have only gotten worse!
Brownstein
We have made progress, but our sessions are far from over.
Frank
Why do you keep feeding me this bullshit?!
Brownstein
I am here to help you. If you take a seat, maybe we can talk about what you're going through right now.
Frank throws the stress ball at the wall (THUD). He stomps up to the doctor and grabs him by the shirt, picking him up out the chair slightly.
Frank
(growling)
Fix me!
Brownstein
(calmly)
You are not going to get better if you become the men in your dreams, Frank.
(Beat) Frank lowers the doctor back into his chair and lets go.
Frank
(Recomposed)
I'm not going to get any better by sticking around here either.
Frank turns towards the door and heads for it.
Brownstein
(calling out)
Frank, I can help you!
Frank
Bullshit!
Frank bursts through the door and leaves.
Fade to: 
EXT. Recruitment office parking lot, day, bright outside
Frank pulls into a parking spot in a Ford Pickup. The motor is loud and powerful. He turns off the ignition and the motor putters to a halt. Close up on Frank's face as he gets out. His eyes are still blood shot. He slams the door. The camera then follows Frank into the office.
CUT TO:
Int. RECRUITMENT OFFICE, DAY, Sun shining through windows
BOB MCFAIRMAN is a balding man about the same age as Frank. He is a little stouter than Frank. He looks like he's put on a couple of extra pounds from lack of exercise. Frank and Bob are recruiters at the Nolensvile Marine Recruitment Office in Tennessee. Bob is at his desk working.
Bob
Hi Frank.
Frank grunts in response.
Bob
(Noticing Frank's mood)
Got anything you want me to do for ya, Frank? Need a cup of coffee maybe?
Frank
(nodding slowly)
Please.
Bob heads into the break room.
Frank sits down at his desk and starts sorting through papers to get setup for the day. Bob walks back in with a cup of coffee.
Bob
I just got done with a fresh pot when you walked in. You're lucky.
Frank shoots Bob a death stare.
BOb
OK, (beat) maybe not (beat) lucky. (beat) Here's coffee.
Bob puts the mug on the desk and then looks up out the window and freezes.
Frank
(Beat) What, Bob?
Bob
(Realizing)
I totally forgot.
Frank
What are-
Frank looks out the window.
Frank
 (Beat) Oh.
Bob
There's an inspection today. I totally forgot to tell you. The order came in yesterday from the colonel. They want to see how our recruiting is going.
Frank
Those motherfuckers. They just can't go a week without checking in on us like we are fucking two year olds. Why don't they just let us do our jobs?
Bob
Now calm down Frank, you know how it is. We just have to let them come in, look around, and leave. Just stay calm.
Frank
No Bob, I'm sick of this shit.
Bob
Frank!
A well-dressed officer, COLONEL TRAYER, with multiple medals on his chest, walks in the door. He is an older man, stout and graying. A young private, LACKEY, follows him with a notepad scribbling things down.
Trayer
(with a smile)
Ahhh, my two favorite sergeants. How are you both doing today?
Frank
(to bob under his breath)
Favorite my ass.
Bob taps frank with his foot and smiles. They both salute the Colonel. The colonel responds with a salute.
Trayer
Do you have those recruiting numbers for me?
Bob
Right here sir. Sergeant Smith has been doing a great job. He's out done everyone else in the office. Together our numbers are up 25% from last month.
Trayer
Excellent. That's what I like to see. And… who exactly is this Sergeant Frank? Is he here?
Bob catches Frank's fist clench up out of the corner of his eye. He puts his arm around Frank's shoulder and grabs onto Frank's other arm, obviously applying some force to hold Frank still.
Bob
(Beat) Haha, Colonel, quit playing around. You know Smith here is our best recruiter.
Trayer
(looking at Frank)
You? Really?
Frank breaks free of Bob's grip and shoves him away. However, before he can throw a punch, Bob has already regained his balance and shoved Frank away.
Frank
Bob! Back off!
Bob
Frank! That's enough!
Trayer
Sergeant, I will remind you that taking a swing at a ranking officer is grounds for a dishonorable discharge!
Frank
My name is Sergeant Frank Smith. I have been working here for years now, you worthless motherfucker. You've come in for an inspection every two weeks and we give you the same report every time. How they make a buffoon like you a fucking colonel is completely beyond me. Who's your lackey today? Do you even know his name? No, I bet you don't.
The lackey looks up for a second at Frank then goes back to scribbling in his notebook without saying a word. He's visibly extremely nervous and fidgety.
Frank
My four-year-old boy MATTY can do a better job of it than you can, you pathetic-
Bob
(In Frank's face now shouting to get his attention)
FRANK! I SAID THAT'S ENOUGH!
Frank
BOB! MOVE!
Bob
FRANK! SHUT UP!
Trayer
Sergeant Smith, you are obviously not in your right mind. Please leave this office immediately. You will remain off duty pending an evaluation and potential court martial.
Frank
I am here to do my job. I won't leave Bob alone to do it all by himself.
Trayer
I will call in someone to replace you. Leave now!
Frank
Fuck you Trayer, you worthless sack of shit.
Trayer
Leave or I will call the MP's to make you.
Frank
What's wrong? Can't fight your own battles? No wonder you never have any idea what's going on. I bet your lackey here is actually doing your job. You just stand there and look pretty with a couple of Cub Scout badges on your chest.
Trayer is now visibly enraged. He turns back to the lackey next to him and points.
Trayer
YOU! CALL THE MP's! NOW!
Frank
Fine, I'll go! (To Bob) Bob, good luck.
Frank grabs some things off of his desk and stomps to the door, bursting through it.
Cut to:
Ext. House, day, bright outside
The Ford Pickup truck is in the driveway. Frank is getting out and slamming the door. Jane is working on her flowerbed. She turns back to see Frank.
Jane
(Getting up, very surprised)
Frank?! What happened? Why are you home so early?
Frank
Colonel Trayer came for an inspection.
Jane
What happened?!
Frank
I told him off. I'm not allowed back in the office until they evaluate me.
Jane
When is the evaluation?
Frank
I don't know!
Jane
What are you-
FRANK
I don't wanna hear it!
Frank walks passed Jane into the house. 
Int. House, day, lit through windows
Frank's son Matty sees Frank and runs up to him jumping into his arms. Matty is a spunky four-year-old. He is slim like his dad and looks a lot like him too.
Matty
Daddy!
Frank
(feeling a little better now that he has Matty in his arms)
Hi Matty, how's your day going?
Matty
Good!
Frank
What have you been doing?
Matty
Oh, I've been playing with Megatron. He was fighting the 'cepticons, but they kept beating him up. Bubble bee tried helping, but when he was about to save Megatron, he had a big green laser coming at him and it made him go "kapow."
Frank
Wait, hold on Matty. Now you see this guy?
Frank points at the Optimus Prime figurine in Matty's hand.
Frank
That is Optimus Prime. That's not Megatron. Say it with me. (Slowly speaking) Optimus Prime.
Matty
Optimus Prime.
Frank
Great! And who does he fight?
Matty is fiddling with Optimus Prime. He looks like he's thinking really hard.
MATTY
The (beat) the (beat) the 'cepticons?
Frank
No, no. They're the DE-cepticons. Say it with me. Decepticons.
Frank and matty
Decepticons.
FRANK
Great job buddy! You're so smart. High five!
Matty, who now has a beaming smile on his face, gives Frank a high five. It's the look a child gives that not even the angriest person on earth can resist. It manages to make Frank crack a smile. Frank then lowers Matty back to the ground.
Frank
Alright, Matty, run along and play.
Frank turns back to Jane, who was watching Frank the whole time.
Frank
I'm sorry.
Jane runs to Frank and hugs him.
Jane
What am I gonna do with you?
Fade TO BLACK.
Fade iN:
INT. BEDROOM MORNING, sun shining through the windows
Frank and Jane are in bed. It's bright outside. The sun shines into the window. The alarm goes off. Frank reaches over and smacks it. As we close in on Frank's face, we see his eyes slowly open. As he slowly wakes up, a smile grows on his face. When Jane notices Frank smiling, a smile grows on her face too. Frank jumps up out of bed and stretches. Jane, more slowly, gets up and throws on a nightgown.
Jane
How'd you sleep?
Frank
Great!
Jane
Coffee?
Frank
Boiling hot!
Jane smiles and heads off to the kitchen. Frank drops onto his hands and starts doing pushups. After a couple of sets he heads for the bathroom.
INT. KITCHEN, MORNING, sun shining through the windows
Jane is working on breakfast. Both Matty and SAM are sitting at the table, each with a different bowl of cereal. Sam is the older of the two children. She is a cute eight-year-old with pigtails. She wears glasses but isn't necessarily the type of kid who would get picked on at school for wearing them. She looks very much like her mother. She has a box of Corn Pops next to her. Matty has a box of Cocoa Puffs next to him. Frank walks in with his brown and blue military uniform on. Jane looks over surprised.
Jane
Frank, (beat) you're going to work today?
Frank
I'm not letting Bob deal with some punk replacement. I'm gonna go and straighten up the mess I made yesterday.
Jane smiles and takes a plate of eggs, bacon, and toast to the table. Frank heads over to the plate and sits down in front of it. Jane then grabs her plate and brings it to the table, doing a last check to make sure everyone has everything they need.
Sam
Daddy, did you hear Tommy from down the block hit a baseball into Mr. Bluffrin's window? The window broke and glass flew everywhere.
Frank
No, I didn't hear about it. Did Mr. Bluffrin see him do it?
Sam
Mhm-
(taking a bite of cereal)
Mfmfmf.
Frank
Hey, don't talk with your mouth full.
Sam
(chewing for a bit)
Sorry, Daddy. He came out and yelled at Tommy. Tommy has to mow his lawn for two whole weeks. I don't think I could mow someone's lawn for two weeks. That's a lot.
Frank chuckles slightly as he takes a bite of toast.
Fade to:
INT. RECRUiTING OFFICE, DAY, light shining through window
Bob is inside the office with a line that's to the door. He is frantically filling out paperwork. He looks up to see Frank coming through the door.
Bob
(Surprised)
Frank? You shouldn't be here. If Treyer catches you, he's gonna have MP's here in a jiffy. That means both of our asses.
Frank
What? You think I'm gonna let you and some replacement have all the fun? (beat) Where is my replacement anyway?
BOB
Never showed up. I think Treyer forgot to send him.
FRANK
Well then, I guess I'll just stay until he shows up.
Bob
(smiling)
Thanks Frank.
Frank goes over to his desk and starts getting the papers on his desk in order. He sets up his computer then calls out to the next person in line so he can help them.
Fade to:
INT. RECRUITING OFFICE, MID DAY, sun starting to dim
Frank and Bob both are working on the last couple of people in line. They both seem at ease. The last of the rush leaves, allowing the pair to take a break.
Bob
I'm glad you're here Frank. How you feelin' today?
Frank
I'm doin' good, can't wait to have to talk to the colonel ag-
Frank notices the look in Bob's face. Bob is staring out the window the same way he did the day before. Frank turns to see the colonel walking toward the office, closely followed by his lackey still scribbling notes.
Frank
Speak of the devil.
Trayer burst through the door.
Trayer
How's my favorite serg-
Trayer stops himself when he sees Frank. Beat. Beat. Beat.
Trayer
You must be the replacement for that other sergeant yesterday. I'm Colonel Trayer. I will be your inspection officer.
Frank
(saluting)
Sergeant Frank Smith, Sir.
The lackey looks up from his notepad and sees Frank. He has a very confused look on his face. Both Frank and Bob shoot him a look that makes him go back to his notepad without saying a word.
Trayer
Excellent. Nice to meet you sergeant. I will see you boys in a couple of days when I come back to check up on the numbers.
Trayer exits with the same haste he had coming in. Frank and Bob look at each other with both a relieved and an amazed look.
Bob
That guy sure is something.
Frank
Sure is.
Fade to:
INT. RECRUITMENT OFFICE, EVENING, sun is setting
Frank and Bob are doing a final cleanup of their desks. Frank finishes first.
Bob
You go ahead Frank. I'll finish up here then lock up.
Frank
Alright, Bob, you have a good night.
Bob
Thanks, you too.
EXT. PARKING LOT, EVENING, sun is setting
Frank heads out the door to his pickup truck. As he gets in, he starts to feel very tired. Suddenly, before he can even get the key in the ignition, his head falls back and his eyes shut.
Fade to:
EXT. JUNGLE, EVENING, sun is setting
Two men are dragging Frank. He is in shackles and can't move. He looks up and sees a hut. Two men stand inside, each with hardened bamboo canes. Frank is terrified. He gets dropped in the middle of the hut and starts getting beaten. 
Cut to:
EXT. PARKING LOT, EVENING, sun is setting
Bob is outside of the truck banging on the window.
Bob
(shouting)
Frank! Wake up! Frank!
Frank gets startled awake. He looks over at Bob. His eyes are bloodshot. He moves very lethargically to roll down the window.
Bob
You OK there, Frank?
Frank
Ya, I'm alright now Bob.
Bob
You want me to drive you home?
Frank
(Starting to pick up that angry growl)
No thanks, Bob. I'll be alright.
Bob
(with a worried look on his face)
Alright frank, get home safe.
Frank starts the truck.
Fade to:
INT. HOUSE, EVENING, lit by incandescent overhead lamps
Frank comes through the front door of his house. He is the angry mess he was the day before. The kids charge at him.
Kids
(in unison, shouting with glee)
DADDY!
Frank walks right through the kids as if they're not even there. The kids look at each other confused. He walks into the kitchen and sees Jane. She is at the counter chopping vegetables.
Jane
Hello dear, how was wo-
Jane looks up to see Frank the way she saw him the day before. Jane drops the knife on the counter
Jane
Frank, what happened?
Frank
I had a nightmare while I was in the car.
Jane
What?! Are you OK?!
Frank
I don't know what happened. I just got really tired and passed out.
Jane
Do you want to find a new doctor? Maybe a second opinion will help?
Frank
(slamming his fist on the counter)
NO!
JANE
FRANK! YOU HAVE TO-
FRANK
NO!
Frank storms out of the kitchen.
Fade to:
INT. BEDROOM, EARLY MORNING, sun is just starting to rise
Frank and Jane are in bed. Frank is moving around quite a bit. The clock on the nightstand says 5 AM.
Cut to:
EXT. JUNGLE, MORNING, sun is just starting to rise
Frank is in a bamboo cage in shackles. He looks at his arms and notices bruises from the day before. Frank looks up to see the two guards who beat him in the previous nightmare walking by his cage. A terrified look falls on his face. That terror turns to rage very quickly.
Frank
(Screaming)
You motherfuckers! I hope you rot in hell!
The two men turn to Frank with anger in their eyes. They take out their clubs, unlock the cage, rush in and start beating Frank.
Cut to:
INT. BEDROOM, EARLY MORNING, sun is just starting to rise
Jane is leaning over Frank shaking him to try and wake him up. Frank is shouting.
Jane
(crying)
Frank! Wake up! Please!
Frank wakes up to see Jane. He is absolutely terrified.
Jane falls back slightly, somewhat relieved, more so distressed.
Frank
Jane, I saw them.
Jane
Saw who?
Frank
There were two men yesterday in my nightmare. They were beating me with bamboo canes. I saw those same men. There were also bruises on my body. They felt so real. I've never had dreams like this.
Jane
Frank, you have to find someone who can help you. I'm not going to sit here and watch you suffer. I will go with you, wherever you need to go. We will leave the kids with my parents for a couple of days. We have to get you help!
Frank
(With a low growl)
No one can help me. I will get through this myself.
Jane
There are people who can help you!
Frank
No one can help me!
Frank gets up and heads out the door.
Jane lies back down on her side, trying to fall back asleep, sobbing.
Cut to:
INT. KITCHEN, EARLY MORNING, Sun starting rise outside, lit by overhead FLUORESCENT lamp
Frank is in the kitchen waiting on coffee to brew. His eyes start looking drowsy. He tries to fight it for a few seconds, but he collapses on the marble floor and passes out.
Cut to:
EXT. JUNGLE, EARLY MORNING, sun is just starting to rise
Frank is on the floor of his cage. He can barely move from the pain. A GUARD stands over him with a pistol pointing at Frank.
Guard
(Shouting)
UP! UP!
Frank
(angry)
Get that fucking gun out of my face!
After a couple of seconds, the guard holsters his gun. Frank looks up, surprised that he listened. That surprise suddenly turns to terror when he sees the guard pull out his baton. The guard cracks Frank across the face. Frank forces himself to stay awake. He lies there in excruciating pain. Two more guards come in and pick Frank up. He screams in pain. They drag him to a clearing and drop him on his knees. A nicely dressed officer, CAPTAIN CHAU, comes up to him with a pistol in hand. The officer is an older dark skinned man, fairly short. He is very well kept, far more than any of the guards.
CHAU
(with English that's better than most of the guards)
Ah Frank. Still don't know respect? How many times have we tried to teach you to mind your manners around the guards?
Frank just looks at the officer with anger in his eyes. The officer pulls out his pistol. It's a World War II Era German Lugar. Frank looks at the gun.
CHAU
So Frank, you like my gun?
Frank
Fuck you! Just shoot me! Why waste time?
CHAU
(laughing)
That would be too easy, Frank. And you know how everything is around here. We like to make things difficult for our guests.
The officer takes the front end of the gun in his hand and cracks Frank across the face with the butt of it. This time, Frank can't keep himself awake.
Cut to:
INT. KITCHEN, EARLY MORNING, lit by overhead fluorescent light
Frank is waking up on the floor of the kitchen. No one is downstairs yet.
Fade to:
INT. KITCHEN, MORNING, the sun is shining through the kitchen window
The family is sitting at the breakfast table. Everyone is silent.
Frank
(Breaking the silence)
So, Sam, how's school going?
Sam
Good, Mrs. Roberts says we're one of the best classes she's ever had.
Frank
That's good to he-
Frank starts to feel drowsy. He looks over Jane with a worried look in his eyes.
Jane
Frank? You OK honey?
Frank's eyes start to droop. He tries to fight it. The kids have a terrified look on their face. Frank's head falls back and his eyes shut.
Jane
(shouting)
FRANK!
Kids
(shouting)
DADDY!
Cut to:
EXT. JUNGLE, MORNING, Dim from the canopy
Frank is in a hut. He's sitting in a chair in front of the officer from before. A tag on his desk reads "DAI UY CHAU."
Chau
Oh, Frank, you're back. I'm glad you can find the time to stay awake. You must've been tired. We never got to finish our chat.
Frank
Who are you?
Chau
(with a sinister smile)
You seem to be confused. I wonder if one of my guards knocked you out of your right mind. My name is Captain Chau. I run this little POW camp. My men have taken a liking to you. You're rather resilient. They can just beat on you for hours and you don't break. It is somewhat of a phenomenon. We've never seen a POW as strong as you.
Frank
What is going on? I am not a POW. I am Sergeant Frank Smith. I live in Nolensville, Tenessee. This isn't real! This is all a dream!
Chau
(with a laugh)
Frank, you've been here for months. Do you really think this is a dream?
Frank
(shouting)
FUCK YOU!
Chau
(disappointed)
Oh my, I wish you hadn't said that.
Two guards rush in and grab Frank. Chau motions for them to take him away. Frank struggles to break free. A guard pulls out his baton and smashes Frank's temple. Frank passes out.
Cut to:
INT. KITCHEN, MORNING, light shining through window
Jane is sitting next to Frank in the kitchen, on the floor, holding his hand and crying. The kids are not around. Frank slowly comes to and notices Jane next him.
Frank
(groggy)
Jane?
Jane
I'm right here Frank.
Frank
Jane, they were talking to me.
Jane
Honey, it's a dream. It isn't real. No one is really talking to you. You have to snap out of it. Please!
Frank pulls his hand away from Jane's and stands up. Jane slides over to let Frank through. They look at each other. Frank walks by. Jane watches him go. She puts her head down and starts crying again. After a few steps Frank stumbles. Like an animal taking a sedative dart. He flails around trying to stay awake. Groaning, he grabs onto the counter to keep himself up. He looks back at Jane who still has her head down. Everything around him starts to fade out. His legs finally give out. He hits the floor with a thud laying out flat on his belly.
Cut to: 
EXT. JUNGLE, MORNING, Dim from the canopy
Frank lying on the floor of his cage, the same way he's laid out on his kitchen floor.
We now see an accelerated transition back and forth from the kitchen to the jungle. After a couple of seconds each couple of frames becomes a transition until finally we stop on Frank lying on the kitchen floor. A puffy cloud starts filling the screen. The screen becomes mostly filled.
CUT TO:
Ext. Recruitment office, morning
The office starts to cloud over, same as before
CUT TO:
ext. house, morning
The house starts to cloud over.
Cut to:
Int. Kitchen, morning
Frank is still on the floor. The screen is nearly all white. It finally gets fully covered by the cloud. We see nothing but white. 
Fade in:
EXT. JUNGLE, DAY, Dim from the canopy
Frank is lying on the jungle floor. He wakes up to see two men standing over him. Captain Chau comes through them. 
Chau
You will be working the fields today Frank. 
Chau shouts something in a native tongue. The men grab Frank and get him on his feet. They hand him a pickaxe. Cut to Frank working on a field. There is a long line of other POWs with tools working the fields too. Long pan and pull out of the camera to reveal all the workers. Everyone is working very hard and sweating profusely.
Fade to black.

